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The *Journal of International Law and International Relations* (JILIR) is a joint venture between the University of Toronto Faculty of Law and the Munk School of Global Affairs. It was founded in 2004 to present scholarship on the critical intersection between international law and international relations. Since its inception, *JILIR* has published papers, reviews, lectures, and commentary touching on a variety of issues, including human rights, food security, drone warfare, sexual violence, and international trade, among others. Volume 13.1 continues in this tradition by offering the text of Dr. Michael Ignatieff’s inaugural lecture as a distinguished fellow at the Munk School of Global Affairs. In this lecture, Dr. Ignatieff grapples with the themes of human rights universalism, global ethics, ordinary virtues, migration, and hospitality. Because of our commitment to the intelligent interrogation of ideas, we solicited six responses to Dr. Ignatieff’s lecture, all of which can be found in this issue and represent a refreshing outlook on the themes in contention.

Our agenda as Editors-in-Chief for the 2016-17 academic year has been to update JILIR’s organizational framework, introduce a new and improved digital platform, solicit more original content, and make the editorial process more efficient. We have laid down the foundations for implementing these objectives, and are fully confident that the incoming Editors-in-Chief—Per Kraut, Anne-Rachelle Boulanger, and Tanzeel Hakak—will improve on this work.

We owe a great deal to our Submissions Editor, Alexis Giannelia; our Web Editor, Gabrielle Lim; our two Managing Editors, Per Kraut and AR Boulanger; and our Executive Managers, Devon LaBuik and Sam Levy. We also acknowledge the tireless work of our Senior and Associate Editors, without whose dedication Volume 13 would have been unachievable. This issue relied heavily on support from advisors at the Faculty of Law and the Munk School. We would especially like to recognize the efforts of Professors Ron Levi, Anna Su, Karen Knop, Maria Banda, Audrey Macklin, and Denise Reaume. They
advised us on how to operationalize our agenda for publication, and provided useful contacts to make the issue a reality. Finally, many thanks to Dr. Ignatieff for working with us on refining the lecture, and to the responders—Jill Goldenziel, Itamar Mann, Judith Lichtenberg, Samuel Moyn, Dwight Newman, and César Rodriguez-Garavito—for their profound contributions.
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